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Sit “in” the V-shaped Wonderboard, get your spine straight, chin back and tailbone pointed to the pool bottom. Keeping your spine straight and chin back, draw a big circle with your tailbone. Now reverse it. For a progression, continue to keep your spine straight, fold your arms across your chest when you draw the circles.

This simple and fun exercise is excellent for balance, pelvic mobility and trunk stabilization. Using a Wonderboard makes it even more effective.

The Wonderboard, created by Jun Konno and sold by Kiefer, is a V-shaped kickboard and is far more versatile in a therapeutic/exercise setting than a traditional kickboard. As it’s name implies, it’s excellent for training or re-training (or maintaining) balance skills.

Here’s another exercise you can try with Jun Konno’s Wonderboard.

Wobble Board

Position: Assist client to standing in the V of the Wonderboard. Remove assistance if possible. Client should stand upright. Clients want to lean forward. Continue only with client upright.

Action: Client weight shifts SLOWLY side-to-side (without leaning forward). Begin with partial weight shift and progress to total weight shift.

Reps: 8-10, but only with perfect alignment.

Considerations: You may need to offer the client a minimal assist either by standing in front of him and holding his hands or standing behind and holding the trunk. Be aware that standing in front often encourages client forward flexion.

Watch for the board getting loose. You may want to keep one of your feet positioned in the middle of the board.

Progressions: Have client put hands behind back (while maintaining upright positioning). Move more slowly or remove your assist or create turbulence.

Modification: Turn on the board and weight shift forward and back while in an upright alignment.

There are many exercises that can be done with the WonderBoard. Remember to be creative. If clients are strong you many want to have them sit with the board in an inverted V position. Consider turning the board and sit straddling it like a saddle. Kneeling on the board is another option. Working upper body while holding one end
asymmetrically (rather than our traditional symmetrical hold) will decrease stability and therefore increase activation of the stabilizers.

Doug Kinnaird, an Aquatic Therapy & Rehab Institute faculty member, says “The WonderBoard is one of my favorite aquatic therapy tools. I have used it with kneeling and standing exercises and in deep water in addition to the seated exercises on my chart.” He produces a poolside laminate with illustrations of WonderBoard exercises. It is available at www.kinnairdseminars.com/online_orders.html. Doug is available (and very helpful) at aquadoug@kinnairdseminars.com. He is also on the ATRI eList – a free online discussion group. Go to www.atri.org and click on eList for more information.

Board Games #1 is for Pelvic Girdle, Trunk and Lower Extremity exercises to develop pelvic/trunk stability, balance, coordination, flexibility and strength; enhance lower-extremity flexibility; and develop strength in muscles of the distal lower extremities.

Board Games #2 is for Shoulder Girdle, Upper Extremities and Cervical Spine Region exercises and are used for integrating shoulder-girdle muscular support into posture and movement; developing a functional base for enhanced upper-extremity range of motion; and improving cervical range of motion and reducing neck pain.

The board is available at www.kiefer.com and search for WonderBoard.